Minutes
Meeting of
Cape Cod Commission
March 13, 2014
The meeting was convened at 3:00 p.m., and the Roll Call was recorded as follows:
Town

Member

Present

Barnstable
Bourne
Brewster
Chatham
Dennis
Eastham
Falmouth
Harwich
Mashpee
Orleans
Provincetown
Sandwich
Truro
Wellfleet
Yarmouth
County Commissioner
Minority Representative
Native American Rep.
Governor's Appointee

Royden Richardson
Michael Blanton
Elizabeth Taylor
Vacant
Richard Roy
Joy Brookshire
Andrew Putnam
Jacqueline Etsten
Ernest Virgilio
Len Short
Austin Knight
Harold Mitchell
Kevin Grunwald
Roger Putnam
John McCormack, Jr.
Mary Pat Flynn
John Harris
Vacant
Vacant

√
√
√
Vacant
√
√
√
Absent
Absent
Absent
√
√
√
Absent
√
√
√
Vacant
Vacant

The meeting of the Cape Cod Commission was called to order on Thursday, March 13, 2014 at 3:00 p.m. in the
Innovation Room, at the Strategic Information Office (SIO) building in Barnstable, MA. Roll was called and a
quorum established.
 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN/VOTES:
Falmouth Wireless Communication Monopole TR13018
The Cape Cod Commission (CCC) conducted a public meeting on the Falmouth Wireless Communication Monopole
project. There was a presentation by CCC Staff on the draft written decision for the 150 foot tall wireless communication
monopole for three (3) co-locators, including associated equipment and site work located at 284 Old Meetinghouse Road,
East Falmouth, MA. Following the presentation, the Commission voted to approve the Falmouth Wireless
Communication Monopole as a Development of Regional Impact (DRI) and adopt the draft decision as written with 11
votes in favor and 1 vote opposed.
 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Executive Director Paul Niedzwiecki welcomed the Commission to the Innovation Room and introduced Danielle
Donahue to the Commission. Mr. Niedzwiecki updated the Commission on the Section 208 Area-wide Water Quality
Management Plan activities and the upcoming scheduled meetings with the different sub-regional areas. Mr. Niedzwiecki
indicated that one way to keep the stakeholders of the 208 update engaged in the process would be to release the parts of
the narrative with complete transparency online with the process. Mr. Niedzwiecki updated the commission on the
regional area network with the selection of a vendor, and on the regional fly over for capturing aerial photography. Mr.
Niedzwiecki also informed the Commission of the plans to visit the many boards of Selectmen prior to the town meetings
for updates on the 208 plan and other issues that towns may have.
 MINUTES
The minutes of the March 13, 2014 Commission meeting were reviewed. A motion to approve the minutes with
corrections was made and seconded. The motion passed with Commissioner Michael Blanton in abstention.
 FALMOUTH WIRELESS COMMUNICATION MONOPOLE TR13018
Chair Jack McCormack noted that this is a public meeting to review the draft written decision for the project, and that no
public testimony will be taken as the public hearing was closed on February 27, 2014.
Commissioners Andrew Putnam and Michael Blanton recused themselves from the public meeting and left the meeting
room.
Jonathan Idman, Chief Regulatory Officer for the Commission presented the draft written decision for this application to
be approved as a Development with Regional Impact (DRI) with conditions. Mr. Idman informed the Commission that
this project requires a special permit at the local level, and that the approval of this condition is contingent on the project
proceeding forward. Mr. Idman indicated certain general conditions of note for the Commission;
 Condition GC09: the issuance of the certificate of compliance is required prior to any site disturbance to the
project site.
 Condition GC15: the applicant will to evidence additional sufficient property rights prior to the issuance of the
certificate of compliance.
Mr. Idman explained that the project is conditioned for the two additional co-locators for the project, and that the decision
would have to be modified to allow them. Mr. Idman also stated that per Condition GC18, the applicant is to submit a plan
for Commission Staff to review that would delineate the location of the vegetative buffer for the project. Mr. Idman
indicated the following conditions of note within the water resources, open space, and technical bulletin sections;
 Condition WRC03: the voluntary contribution found to be a project benefit by the Commission would be used on
its own or in combination with other funds for an assessment of Flax Pond.
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Condition OSC01: allows for an option of cash payment or contribution prior to a certificate of compliance, rather
than preservation of on-site natural resources.
Condition TBC01: visual mitigation consistent with the design color for the monopole.
Condition TBC09: compliance of future wireless carriers to be added through an as-built noise measure
requirement.
Condition TBC10: abandonment for site restoration prior to issuance of a final certificate of compliance, the
provision of a bond for the cost of abandonment.
Condition TBC11: deals with Radio Frequency Radiation (RFR) measurements consistent with the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) guidelines.

Commissioner Austin Knight asked about the determination of the amount for the open space condition.
Mr. Idman responded that the amount is included in the findings OSF11 based on the calculation in the RPP.
Commissioner John D. Harris asked about the abandonment bond to protect the abutters.
Mr. Idman indicated that there are no specifics to this issue in the technical bulletin, but that in the matter of protection, a
bond would be more secure than a letter of credit with this scenario.
Chairman Jack McCormack asked about the two additional co-locators and if these would have to be submitted as a
modification.
Mr. Idman agreed.
County Commissioner Mary Pat Flynn asked about condition TBC01 requirements and if these should be consistent with
the Town of Falmouth standards for water towers.
Mr. Idman indicated that this matter would be better resolved through the zoning board of appeals for the town, through
its Town Planner, Brain Currie.
Commissioner Richard Roy moved to approve the project as a DRI and accept and adopt the written draft decision as
presented. Commissioner Austin Knight seconded the motion. The motion passed with 9 votes in favor and with
Commissioner John Harris in abstention.
 TRANSPORTATION UPDATE
Glenn Cannon, Technical Services Director for the Commission updated Commission members to the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) that the Cape Cod Commission (CCC) administers through the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation (MassDOT) for the financial aspects of projects. Mr. Cannon explained that the program for transportation
is much larger than what the TIP encompasses, and showcased sample projects via a PowerPoint presentation that are
being worked on by CCC Staff;
- The Cape Cod Rail Extension – Dennis-Yarmouth
- The Rte 28 Yarmouth Road in Barnstable
- The Main Street Rte 28 and Main Street Rte 6A in Orleans
Commissioner Richard Roy indicated the recent Supreme Court ruling over the original right-of-way (ROW) reverting
back to its original property owner and how that ruling would affect the progress with the Cape Cod Rail Extension
project.
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Mr. Cannon clarified that the ruling focused on the easement from the homeowner’s property, and that would be
specifically for a railroad ROW. Mr. Cannon explained that if the original easement was for a particular purpose, and that
purpose changed, that it would be only right to return to the property owner to reestablish an agreement on the new
purpose of the easement. Mr. Cannon also clarified that here on Cape Cod, the railroad property is own by MassDOT and
is not leased to third parties.
Commissioner John D. Harris commented on the benefits of having pedestrian and bicycle amenities on Cape Cod. Mr.
Harris indicated that having a particular end date to the various projects would be very helpful to the Commission. Mr.
Harris mentioned the benefits of increased bicycle traffic and its impact on economic development throughout the region.
Commissioner Royden Richardson echoed Mr. Harris’ comments and referred to a presentation he attended by Wendy
Northcross of the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce and how increasing bicycles on the Cape is a priority.
Commissioner Mary Pat Flynn also echoed Mr. Harris’ comments and mentioned how the increase in new sidewalks
constructed as part of new road development projects on the Cape is an added benefit to the area. Mrs. Flynn shared how
projects incorporated sidewalks or meandering paths toward increasing pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
Commissioner Joyce Brookshire shared an example in Florida on the inclusion of bike paths with new road construction.
Ms. Brookshire mentioned the issues with infrastructure and the continued population growth in Orleans, and how the
importance of increasing the bicycle/pedestrian component is crucial to the sustainability of the area; specifically, those
who live and work on the Cape.
Ms. Flynn mentioned the issues with dimensions for bike paths and how challenging these were in situations where road
dimensions do not allow that flexibility.
Mr. Cannon stated that MassDOT has a healthy transportation policy which focuses on incorporating bicycle and
pedestrian accommodations within the project limits, something that the agency did not have in the past. Mr. Cannon
specified that this is a draft policy, but it does show great promise and progress from MassDOT. Mr. Cannon also echoed
Mr. Harris’ comments and stated how safety is a major component.
Commissioner Michael Blanton stated that the benefits in economic development are of great importance with the
inclusion of bicycling facilities and appropriate infrastructure for pedestrians. Mr. Blanton indicated the need to garner
data information with respect to pedestrian/bicycle impacts on economic development for a wide range of merchants
within the area.
Mr. Richardson echoed the issue of benefits in economic development from the inclusion of bicycling facilities and
appropriate infrastructure for pedestrian, as referenced in the presentation by Ms. Northcross.
Mr. Harris indicated the importance of personal contact and integration theory, and the significance of having the
appropriate facilities for people to take advantage of.
Ms. Brookshire mentioned that the approval of projects in Eastham focus on encouraging the integration of alternative
modes of transportation to the projects.
Ms. Flynn mentioned that Julia Taylor, member of the Assembly of Delegates rides he bicycle to work on a daily basis.
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Chairman Jack McCormack stated the importance for people to know of the various transportation projects and the
Commission’s support of these initiatives. Mr. McCormack added that the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is
an important organization that decides which projects are included in the TIP. Mr. McCormack also highlighted the
integral participation of Commissioner Harris to the Cape Cod Joint Transportation Committee (CCJTC) and the MPO.
Mr. Harris noted that he sees the benefits with his involvement with the CCJTC and MPO as very important because of
the impact of the implementation of projects. Mr. Harris has seen firsthand the transformation and the added public safety
of incorporating facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians.
 CAPE-WIDE MARKET STUDY PRESENTATION
Kristy Senatori, Deputy Director for the Commission updated the Commission members to the Regional Market
Assessment which looks at the overall economic development opportunities on the Cape. Mrs. Senatori presented the
following;








The reasoning for this assessment is to guides to economic development and land use policy on the Cape;
By what means this assessment accomplishes economic development throughout the region;
The regional market analysis national trends and how it defines future opportunities for Cape Cod;
The projected supply base demand for both office and retail space;
The reasoning for conducting an industry gap analysis for the region;
The market study recommendations for Cape Cod, and
The survey results from the factors making Cape Cod a better place.

Commissioner Mary Pat Flynn questioned the balance between the 2 million available acres for commercial retail, yet
there are a significant number of individuals shopping online.
Ms. Senatori explained the type of model used within this study and the adjustments that are currently underway by retail
companies in the implementation of physical warehouse construction in particular locations to reduce shipping costs and
delivery times.
Ms. Flynn added the convenience and benefits of online shopping; especially for grocery stores.
Executive Director Paul Niedzwiecki explained that the study focused on a more demand-based theory of the market and
that the study does not state that the 2 million acres is an actual measurement of availabilities on the Cape for retail, but
merely the potential demand for retail. Mr. Niedzwiecki indicated that from his meeting with Howard Cohen of the
Chesapeake Group, that if growth continues in the same pattern as with current practices, there will be a shortage of space.
Mr. Niedzwiecki added that for development to continue positively without many land use issues, the 2 million acres of
demand should be placed atop existing conditions to better accommodate growth.
Commissioner Andrew Putnam mentioned the example of Staples and their current practice of closing physical stores and
shifting their inventory to fulfill online demand. Mr. Putnam added that this trend is not followed by most companies, as
for example the Apple store, but does see the premise of the study translated to the Cape to increase online demand and
sales.
Ms. Flynn added of the possibility to have physical stores for individuals to visit and online affiliates for purchases.
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Mr. Niedzwiecki stated that the retail industry is changing and that adapting to those changes is crucial. Mr. Niedzwiecki
gave the example of the car industry in Europe being part of main streets where stores are equipped with one main model
and the purchase is finalized online. Mr. Niedzwiecki also echoed Ms. Senatori’s comment of the shift in retail model to
the Amazon model to go from physical storefronts to warehouses to improve shipping objectives and reduce
transportation costs.
Mr. McCormack stated that there is great value in making online purchases, but for particular goods, the in-store
experience is also very valuable.
Commissioner Austin Knight stated the importance of the infrastructure required to fulfill the growth and the demand for
commercial goods, but also, for the growing number of companies that encourage telecommuting and online interaction.
Mr. Austin gave the example of the growth in local population during the Summer and how difficult communication is
during that time. Mr. Austin encouraged the adaptability of the Cape to adjust for alternative economic development
opportunities and encouraged the collaboration with OpenCape to meet those demands.
Commissioner Joyce Brookshire expressed her support toward the upcoming development of the WholeFoods grocery
store in Hyannis, but specifically, the inclusion of local merchants to be in their store for a more stable presence rather
than a seasonal one of the current retail structure.
Commissioner Michael A. Blanton mentioned the aspect of “showcasing” which echoes earlier statement on consumers
visiting physical store locations and completing their purchases online. Mr. Blanton also echoed Mr. McCormack
statement of online rather than in-store purchases, and valued the social, cultural, and recreational aspect and opportunities
of the Cape that cannot be duplicated for online purchases.
Commissioner Kevin Grunwald asked if the study indicated particular industrial growth possibilities for the area.
Ms. Senatori responded by indicating that the study focused on the industry of research and development opportunities for
the Cape that could lend itself more toward an industry of innovation and technology.
Commissioner Elizabeth Taylor echoed Ms. Flynn comment on online grocery shopping and delivery and indicated that
more grocery stores may follow that model. Ms. Taylor added that the cultural change of consumers preferring local
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Mr. Harris asked if there were strategies to retaining the research and development companies to the local area and if any
measures were outlined in the study to achieve that objective.
Ms. Senatori mentioned that the scope of the study focused on Barnstable County and that there were strategies outlined
toward retaining existing companies. Ms. Senatori also indicated that although the model focused on Barnstable County,
that it would be applicable to other jurisdictions as well.
Mr. Niedzwiecki reinforced the concept of sub-regional economies and pin-pointing the growth of each of them within the
regional model for economic development. Mr. Niedzwiecki gave the example of Hydroid and how their initial model for
growth seemed to showcase a stable rate of growth, but the reality made way for the company to enjoy exponential growth
is a short period of time. Mr. Niedzwiecki also mentioned how influential the Commission was in bringing in Hydroid to
the area and that the Commission should look forward to seeing more development projects as a result of Chapter H. Mr.
Niedzwiecki added that it is important to know the role of government with economic development objectives and that
that role for government is to provide infrastructure to accommodate growth for upcoming higher quality project to
stimulate economic development.
Mr. Harris asked about the possibilities in completing the last mile of infrastructure toward getting the needed broadband
speeds that would attract businesses.
Mr. Niedzwiecki mentioned the beneficial partnership with OpenCape, but also indicated the numerous parties involved
currently and the difficulties with moving forward with so much involvement between different entities. Mr. Niedzwiecki
stated of the importance of local towns taking the initiative to implement the potential infrastructure within the
commercial centers which in turn are the most costly, and finalize the lateral connections at a later date. Mr. Niedzwiecki
also indicated the broadband and wireless possibilities as well.
Mr. Harris indicated the importance of success of the OpenCape model in order to attract the type of economic
development growth on the Cape.
Mr. Niedzwiecki mentioned his support in these types of discussions in the Innovation Room because of its intimate
setting that allows for constructive exchange. Mr. Niedzwiecki supported the work that Ms. Senatori has achieved with
the Strategic Information Office and the different town managers and administrators on this topic.
Mr. Harris commended Ms. Senatori on her presentation to a local Chamber meeting earlier that day.
Mr. Niedzwiecki reported of the progress of the communications department in sharing the good work being done and
completed by the CCC.
Mr. Knight was pleased with the conversation on future initiatives by the CCC and believed that sharing this with the
public and municipalities serve as education to the many objectives of the CCC.
Mr. Putnam mentioned the importance of OpenCape and finalizing things in order to reach the type of service that would
encourage the type of development expected on the Cape. Mr. Putnam cautioned partnering with large service providers
that would offer the type of service expected on the Cape, but that do not provide that type of service. Mr. Putnam stated
that the potential of service possible is currently available and how important having communities understand that is
crucial.
Mr. Harris stated the importance of OpenCape and the possible competition with large service providers.
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Mr. Niedzwiecki indicated that the regional network request for proposal (RFP) selected CapeNet to be able to have
contractual relationship with CCC to discuss of priorities and the objectives for the network. Mr. Niedzwiecki also
indicated that the important next step would be to have a conversation with the Board of Capenet for how future
objectives could be reached.
 OTHER BUSINESS
A motion was made to adjourn at 4:48p.m. The motion was seconded and voted unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Putnam, Secretary
List of Documents Presented at the March 13, 2014 Commission Meeting
• Handout material: March 13, 2014 Commission meeting agenda.
• Handout material: March 13, 2014 Commission Staff Draft Written Decision on the Wireless Communication
Monopole. Material presented by Jonathan Idman, Chief Regulatory Officer for the Commission.
• Materials presented: PowerPoint slide presentation on CCC Transportation Update and projects in the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP)
Presentation by Glenn Cannon, Technical Services Director for the Cape Cod Commission
• Materials presented: PowerPoint slide presentation on Cape-Wide Market Study on the Market Assessment for Cape
Cod, Massachusetts prepared by The Chesapeake Group, Inc., December 2013
Presentation by Kristy Senatori, Deputy Director for the Cape Cod Commission
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